A.S.O. Executive Finance Committee Agenda

5th Meeting

May 12, 2010

Los Angeles Harbor College, ASO Senate Room

(Seahawk Center 2nd Floor)

I. CALL TO ORDER/PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II. ROLL CALL
   Derek Hanna     Y   N
   Antonio Meza    Y   N
   Mercy Yanez     Y   N
   Leige Doffany   Y   N
   Nestor Tan      Y   N
   Steven Delgado  Y   N

III. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

V. OPEN FORUM

VI. NEW BUSINESS
   A. “Campus Clean Up” as produced by the Sustainability Workshop- Sen. Caracoza ($250.00).
   B. Meet and Greet for International Theater Students- Sen. Sanchez- ($350.00).

VII. DISCUSSION ITEMS
   A. “Campus Clean Up” as produced by the Sustainability Workshop- Sen. Caracoza ($250.00).
   B. Meet and Greet for International Theater Students- Sen. Sanchez- ($350.00).

VIII. ACTION ITEMS
   A. “Campus Clean Up” as produced by the Sustainability Workshop- Sen. Caracoza ($250.00).
   B. Meet and Greet for International Theater Students- Sen. Sanchez- ($350.00).

IX. ADJOURNMENT